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To: Users of Cascade Software’s Cost Accounting Management System

From: Larry Pearson, CRAB Maintenance Program Manager

RE: Use of the Maintenance Management module under CAMS

As more counties begin using the Maintenance Management module under Cascade Software Systems’ Cost Accounting Management System (CAMS), several useful suggestions for setting up the coding may be considered. Presented below is a brief overview of setup considerations and samples of CAMS input screens.

During the typical CAMS installation process in the counties, the primary focus of system setup has been on the accounting aspects. Initially, the county’s account information and identification numbering conventions are transferred into CAMS. Then, as the county becomes more familiar with CAMS and the capabilities of account definition hierarchies, these numbering conventions may be modified to more fully utilize the reporting capabilities under CAMS.

When attention is directed on use of the Maintenance Management module of CAMS, additional questions arise as to numbering conventions which best utilize the capabilities of this module. A useful way to begin organizing maintenance activity definitions under CAMS is to focus on the Activity Master item under the Maintenance Management selection of the CAMS menu item, i.e., select the CAMS tab, then Maintenance Management from the drop-down list, then Activity Master from this list (see below for samples of the screens). As a guide, the following steps could be considered—the screen samples on the following pages may be useful in following these steps:

1. The Activity Master ID is made up of three codes: Division-Activity-Crew, or, alternatively, two codes: Division-Activity
2. These codes are defined under the “Applied Charges” item of the CAMS tab
3. Now, before beginning, note that a “Department” or “Fund” code is used as part of the “Division” code input screen. Codes for the “Department” and/or “Fund” are entered from the “Budget Expenditures” drop down list from CAMS. At this point, i.e., the starting point of the Maintenance Management (MM) module setup, it is important that accounting and maintenance management staff meet to address the needs of the accounting system and the needs of Maintenance Management, especially as related to the definition of account codes.
   a. Note—the use of “Department” and/or “Fund” may have been defined in the initial CAMS installation and setup.
   b. Setup information can be found on the tables that can be viewed under the “File”/“System”/“Detail Record Viewer” tab and drop-down menus at the top left of the CAMS menu screen. Note—care should be taken when modifying system configuration settings and guidance should be sought from county systems personnel and from Cascade Software Systems staff.
4. Now, back to the Activity Master ID…this ID is made up of two or three parts—“Division-Activity” or “Division-Activity-Crew” and each of these parts, or codes, are defined on the input screens under the “Applied Charges” item from the drop-down menu.
   a. Division, such as “Road Maintenance”, may be associated with a “Department” (previously defined) or “Fund”. As examples, “Department” could be ‘Road Department’ or ‘Public Works’ and “Fund” could be ‘Road Fund’. Note, however, that “Division” can be defined as “Roads” or can be defined as a county’s maintenance area, i.e., “District 1” or “Area 1”…depends on how the county wishes to define the Maintenance Management module.
   b. Activities are defined under the Activity Code item under the “Applied Charges” item and requires a Division, Activity Code, Description and the BARS account number that costs for the activity will be accumulated under.
   c. Crews are identified under the “Crews” item on the drop-down menu from “Applied Charges”. The Crew input screen utilizes a crew name or ID, and is associated with a Division and Department or Fund. Note that the definition of crew will typically be for what is commonly called Maintenance Areas or Maintenance Districts of a county. CAMS does offer the capability of defining crews more specifically, e.g., Spray Crew, Vegetation Crew, Sign Crew, etc., along with the details of employees, supervisors, and activities related to the crew.

5. OK, so now we’re able to identify the Activity Master ID on the top of the Activity Master screen. Details of the activity, however, must be added to the bottom portion of this screen. Before doing this, a number of other items under Maintenance Management must first be addressed—Resource Categories, Work Days and Units of Measurement. All these are necessary to adequately complete the Activity Master screen. Access to the input screens for these items is from the Maintenance Management selection under the CAMS menu item.
   a. Resource Categories—identify the resource types (labor, equipment, material) used to complete maintenance activities, a description of the resource type (Maintenance Worker II, Grader, crack sealant) and the hourly or unit rates for these resources. Personnel and ER&R records are a good source of information for these resources.
   b. Work Days—complete the table to show the number of work days in each month and the typical work hours per day…usually 8 hours, with 10 hour days an option during certain periods of the year.
   c. Units of Measurement—the units used to measure inventory (road miles, number of culverts, gravel road miles, shoulder miles, ditch feet or miles, etc.) and the units used to measure work accomplishment (pass miles for grading, ditch feet or miles for ditching, gallons for crack sealing, hours for manual brush control, cubic yards for fill or gravelling). Another unit that may be added is “Year” to enable the county to define an activity effort level as “hours per year”.
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6. With this information entered and available, detailed activity information can now be entered on the Activity Master screen. Note—the Activity Guidelines that have been discussed as part of Maintenance Management implementation could be a useful source of information for this activity definition.

7. Following the completion of Activity Master screen inputs, several planning reports are available from the report generation capability of CAMS. From the Maintenance Management item, select Reports, then a specific report—e.g., Work Program and Budget, Resource Requirements, Activity Listing, etc.
CAMS Main Menu
Activity Master selection from CAMS main menu and Maintenance Management module selection
Activity Master ID is made up of three parts—Division-Activity-Crew or two parts—Division-Activity.
Crews are defined under the Applied Charges menu item—note, crews are usually identified for maintenance areas or districts.
The Crew identification and input screen includes Division and Department/Fund associations. Though not required, details of the crews can also be entered on this screen by using the tabs for Employees, Supervisors, Activities, Planned Qty.

Because Department and Division need to be identified before completing the Crew input screen, we will first address these input screens.
Departments and/or Funds are identified under the Budget Expenditures item on the menu.
Divisions, as well as Activity Codes and Crews are identified under the Applied Charges item of the menu.
The Division code and description is identified on this screen, together with an associated Department. Note, depending on the system as set up in the county, Fund may be used rather than Department.

Note that the “Division” can be used to identify a specific maintenance area or district.
Before inputting the details of activity, however, a few further activity definition details must first be prepared. These include:

1. Activity Code—and before that, the Department, Division, and Crew
2. Various labor, equipment and material resource information and unit costs
3. Measurement Units for inventory units and work units
4. Work Days—the number of work days in each month and the hours per work day

Note that the Activity Master screen is used to identify details of the activity. A completed Activity Guideline can be a useful tool in compiling the various details related to an activity—like inventory, units of measurement, labor, equipment and material resources necessary to complete the activity, effort levels, average daily production, and distribution of work by month.
This screen is accessed from the CAMS main menu, then selecting Applied Charges, then Activity Codes.

Note that a Division, with an associated Department, is part of the definition screen. On this screen, the all-important tie to the BARS number is also identified.
Note that the input screens for the resource information (labor, equipment and materials), Work Days, Units of Measurement and the Activity Master are accessed from the Maintenance Management module selection of the menu.
This is the directory view of the Resource Categories input screen. The Main view is shown on the next page.
Details of labor, equipment and material resource categories are entered on this screen that is accessed from the Maintenance Management selection of the menu. When beginning, include the Unit of Measurement and enter Availability as 100%.
Work Days by month and hours per day are entered on this screen which is accessed from the Maintenance Management selection on the menu. Note that 10-hour days may also be entered for some months.
Units of measurement, for both inventory units and work units are entered on this screen which is accessed from the Maintenance Management selection on the menu. Use abbreviations for the unit of measurement and a more complete description in the Description box.
To fully define maintenance activities and utilize the full potential of CAMS, the Activity Master screen is completed. Note that, as the activity is defined, the work quantity (annual), activity days and labor days is calculated and shown on the bottom of the screen.
The Resources tab on the Activity Master screen can be used to provide a readily accessible summary of the labor, equipment and materials planned for each activity.
Because the Work Program and Budget Report, as well as other reports, utilize Activity, Crew and Division as selection fields for preparing customized reports, it is important that these are defined under Maintenance Management and CAMS.

The Reports selection screens are accessed through the Maintenance Management selection of the CAMS menu.

For further discussion, please call:
Larry Pearson, Maintenance Program Manager
County Road Administration Board
(360) 951-0929 or by email: larry@crab.wa.gov

For additional details regarding maintenance management, visit CRAB’s website at www.crab.wa.gov/maintenance